
CORESHARES MULTI-ASSET RANGE:
A CLIENT-CENTRIC APPROACH THAT DELIVERS BETTER OUTCOMES
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SOUTH AFRICA HAS A RETIREMENT PROBLEM!
SA is grappling with a retirement problem. This problem 
sits on both sides of the retirement equation; pre-
retirement and post-retirement.

The scenarios above fundamentally challenge the 
traditional definition of risk. Risk defined as volatility is 
insufficient in the context of retirement planning. While still 
being cognisant of this metric, we believe that the primary 
risk of any portfolio is failing to achieve its stated objective.

At CoreShares, we have developed two multi-asset, 
regulation 28 portfolios that take into account these clients’ 
needs at the centre of their design.

AN EVIDENCE-BASED PATH TO 
BETTER OUTCOMES
By placing the client at the centre of portfolio design, two 
primary goals for investors can be broadly defined; Wealth 
creation (typically for investors in the pre-retirement stage 
of their lives) and Wealth consumption (for investors looking 
to replace their salaried-income in retirement).

In order to achieve these goals with the highest level 
of certainty, CoreShares embraces an evidence-based 
philosophy. This is implemented through a multi-asset 
framework/process that seeks to minimize the moving 
parts, eliminate human error, reduce costs and offer full 
portfolio transparency.
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Wealth Creation

Ideal Scenario

• low savings levels
• inappropriate asset class exposures
• expensive funds that result in lower
   long-term returns
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Wealth Consumption

• income that fails to keep up with inflation 
• increasing life expectancy
• high product costs that erode income

Reality for most investors

Client Driven Solutions  
A goals-based approach

CoreShares Wealth 
Accumulation CoreShares Stable Income

AN EVIDENCE-BASED ASSET ALLOCATION 
THAT DELIVERS ON OBJECTIVES WITH 
HIGH PROBABILITY
The CoreShares multi-asset range harnesses the evidence 
of asset class characteristics through time. According 
to this evidence, investors can expect higher long-term 
returns (inflation protection) from equities and better 
statistical risk and near-term income from bonds and cash. 
We use the asset classes in suitable combinations to give 
the portfolios the highest probability of achieving their 
objectives.

Asset classes:

Long-term evidence of asset class characteristics  

1901 – 2018 SA Equity SA Bonds SA Cash

Annualised return 12.2% 6.8% 6.0%

Annualised volatility 22.7% 9.4% 5.4%*

Source:  Dimson-Staunton-Marsh, Morningstar Direct.

* Driven by long-term interest rate changes across various political and monetary 
policy regimes in South Africa.

Why strategic asset allocation leads to better outcomes:

Global research shows that the most important driver of 
a portfolio’s risk and return characteristics is its asset 
allocation. We use strategic asset allocations (SAA) that 
are evidence-based and are stress-tested. This allows us 
to construct portfolios that are anchored on the long-term 
portfolio objectives. The process allows us to dismiss the 
temptation to make adjustments based on forecast ability in 
an attempt to “improve returns” as would be the case with 
tactical asset allocation (TAA). 

Our research in the local market assessed the long-
term results of multi-asset funds that use tactical asset 
allocation. We found that these funds (on average) deliver 
results that are lower than otherwise strategic asset 
allocation portfolios. Therefore, the average manager does 
not have sufficient forecasting ability to improve outcomes.

Source:  Morningstar Direct.

The results show that the SAA approach is better suited to 
achieving the client’s goals. 
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SMART BETA INVESTING ALIGNS ASSET 
CLASSES WITH THE  CLIENT OBJECTIVE

Smart beta is an investment approach which is able 
to capture investment ‘strategies’ which would have 
previously been left to the implementation of active 
managers. To quote the Financial Analyst Journal (Khan 
& Lemmon 2016): “What is new about Smart Beta is not 
the (investment) idea – but the simple and transparent 
packaging; carving out and lowering the cost of one 
significant component of active management.”

The CoreShares Stable Income Fund invests a portion of 
its equity using a quality dividend investment strategy. 
This strategy, known as S&P Dividend Aristocrats, invests 
in quality companies that have a track record paying and 
growing their dividends. This ensures alignment with the 
client’s main objective. CoreShares has been running this 
strategy since 2014. Since inception, it has outperformed 
82% of ASISA peers on a total return basis and has 
delivered more net income than 94% of this peer group.

SA General Equity Funds – total income generated

Source: Morningstar Direct, CoreShares Asset Management. 

Where the goal is to achieve long term wealth maximization, 
the CoreShares Wealth Accumulation Fund uses a multi-
factor investment strategy. This strategy seeks to deliver 
long-term risk-adjusted outperformance relative to the 
market, by gaining exposure to well-rewarded investment 
strategies. It harnesses the six proven factors (value, 
size, momentum low volatility, high profitability and low 
investment) within one strategy.
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CoreShares Dividend Aristocrats ETF

Outperformance consistency 
(relative to FTSE / JSE ALSI)

Source: Morningstar Direct, CoreShares Asset Management. 

To ensure further efficiency, low trading activity and 
diversification, 50% of the local equity allocation in each 
portfolio is invested in the S&P South Africa 50 Index. This 
is a market cap index that caps the weight of any single 
share at 10%.

CORE SATELLITE: A CASE FOR ACTIVE 
MANAGEMENT WITHIN FIXED INCOME

CoreShares embraces the Core-Satellite principle of 
investing. This is based on the belief that there are merits 
for both rules-based, index investing and, where warranted, 
traditional active investing. This approach proposes 
that the portfolio objective should drive the choice of 
implementation (whether rules-based or active). 

Research has demonstrated over multiple periods in 
multiple markets that active equity managers tend to 
underperform their benchmarks. On the other hand, most 
fixed income managers in South Africa tend to outperform 
their benchmarks with a high level of persistence. This 
outperformance can predominantly be explained by 
the constrained opportunity set within the fixed income 
categories. For example, sub-assets like corporate and 
bank debt are not practically investable via an index. 
Consequently, packaging these asset classes purely 
within an index wrapper would result in relatively inferior 
outcomes and in turn compromise the client’s goals.
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SPIVA 2018 Scorecard: SPIVA 2018 Scorecard:
             SA Equity SA Bonds

Source: S&P DJI (South Africa SPIVA Scorecard, June 2018).

RISK MANAGEMENT IS MORE THAN JUST 
ABOUT STANDARD DEVIATION
The most popular benefi t of risk management is the 
reduction of a portfolio’s statistical risks (volatility and 
maximum drawdown). A fundamental tool used to manage 
portfolio risk is diversifi cation. In addition to the statistical 
considerations, we assess the portfolios for diversifi cation 
across the following parameters:

 •  Asset location (geography) 

 •  Asset classes

 •  Sub-asset class (single security and sector 
concentration assessment)

Our portfolios are constructed with this wholistic 
assessment of risk and diversifi cation. The outcome 
of this process is portfolios that are structurally more 
diversifi ed and that signifi cantly reduce concentration 
risk across asset classes. (Please see the asset class and 
implementation breakdown on page 7.)

LOWER COSTS SIMPLY MEAN HIGHER VALUE 
DELIVERED TO CLIENTS
Costs always matter, regardless of the investor’s objective, 
time horizon or market performance. Given the different 
objectives of each portfolio in the CoreShares multi-asset 
range, it is important to individually contextualize the cost 
advantage across both the wealth consumption and the 
wealth creation goals.

To understand the importance of costs in the delivery of 
income to clients, we looked at the (ASISA) South African 
– Multi-Asset – Low Equity category. Here, we split the 

Underperform 89%

Outperform 11%

Underperform 41%

Outperform 59%

funds into quartiles based on their fees (from lowest 
average TER to highest average TER). We then looked at 
the actual average net income that was delivered in each 
category over a 10-year period. The data show that there 
is a direct negative relationship between fees charged 
and income delivered; on average, funds that cost less 
deliver better income.

Source: Morningstar Direct. (Assumed a starting capital of R1 million for each scenario 
and used CPU net distributions from 2009 – 2018.)

Because the objective of the high equity multi-asset 
fund is long-term wealth creation, we assessed funds 
in this category to determine how fees affect long-term 
performance. Using the (ASISA) South African – Multi-
Asset – High Equity peer group, we organized the funds 
from lowest fee to highest fee. On a rolling 5-year basis, we 
observed that the funds with higher fees have a relatively 
more diffi cult time in achieving returns in excess of CPI + 
5%. This return differential will have a compounding effect 
over time.

5 year rolling returns

R413 791
R429 784

R469 264

R522 413

Lowest fee
(TER 1.2%)

2nd quartile
(TER 1.6%)

3rd quartile
(TER 1.9%)

Highest fee
(TER 2.3%)

Actual Income Generated

Lowest fee funds (TER 1.2%)
Highest fee funds (TER 2.5%)
CPI + 5%
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Cumulative performance

Source: Morningstar Direct. Funds assessed had to have a minimum track record of 10 
years.

By delivering our solutions at approximately 71% lower 
cost than the average option available in the market, we 
are structurally better positioned to deliver higher income 
and better long-term cumulative returns.

CLIENT-CENTRIC SOLUTIONS THAT DELIVER ON 
THEIR OBJECTIVES
CoreShares has designed two goals-based, multi-asset 
portfolios that offer a high probability of meeting investors’ 
pre-retirement and post-retirement needs.

The strategic asset allocation of the Stable Income fund is 
designed to provide a growing and stable level of income 
through time. This is achieved through the careful use of 
asset classes and smart beta investing to better align the 
portfolio to the income objective. The fund’s cost is more 
than 0.85% points lower than the average fund available in 
the market.

CoreShares Stable Income

The strategic asset allocation of the Wealth Accumulation 
fund is designed to provide a high probability of maximizing 
wealth in the long term. This is achieved through a 
sensible combination of growth assets and defensive 
assets, the use of factor investing to harness rewarded 
risk premiums in the market as well as diversification 
across asset classes and geographies. The fund’s cost will 
be approximately equal to 29% of the average fees in the 
market, meaning that investors can benefit from a higher 
level of compounding.

CoreShares Wealth Accumulation

Global Bonds 2.50%
Global Property 2.50%

Global Equity 10.00%

Local Cash 13.75%

Local Short-term
Credit 13.75%

Local Inflation-linked
Bonds 6.75%

Local Nominal Bonds 15.75%

Local Property 7.50%

Local Equity
(Smart Beta) 13.75%

Local Equity
(Beta) 13.75%

Global Bonds 2.50%
Global Property 2.50%

Global Equity 22.50%

Local Cash 2.50%

Local Short-term
Credit 2.50%

Local Inflation-linked
Bonds 3.00%
Local Nominal Bonds 7.00%

Local Property 7.50%

Local Equity
(Smart Beta) 25.00%

Local Equity
(Beta) 25.00%

Lowest fee funds (TER 1.2%)
Highest fee funds (TER 2.5%)
CPI + 5%
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CORESHARES’ MULTI-ASSET TRACK RECORD
While these products are the first that we take to market 
under our own brand in the multi-asset space, CoreShares 
has a proud track record in managing multi-asset funds. 
Since 2016 CoreShares has managed two multi-asset 
funds for the largest multi-manager in South Africa and in 
2017 CoreShares launched three regulation 28 funds for a 
market leading short-term insurer. 

Fund ASISA category Inception date % peers beaten Fund ranking

SA Multi-Asset High Equity 01 February 2016 93% 14 out of 191

SA Multi-Asset Low Equity 01 February 2016 66% 51 out of 150

SA Multi-Asset High Equity 15 March 2017 92% 16 out of 193

SA Multi-Asset Medium Equity 15 March 2017 84% 15 out of 87

SA Multi-Asset Low Equity 15 March 2017 61% 59 out of 151

SALIENT DETAILS 

Fund name CoreShares Stable Income CoreShares Wealth Accumulation

ASISA category South African – Multi-Asset – Low Equity South African – Multi-Asset – High Equity

Regulation 28 compliant Yes Yes

Management Fee 0.35% (ex-VAT)

Performance target
CPI + 3% 

Rolling 3-year periods
CPI + 5% 

Rolling 5-year periods

Growth assets : Defensive assets 47.5 : 52.5 82.5 : 17.5

Offshore exposure 15.0% 27.5%

LISP access
Currently available on Glacier, Momentum Wealth and Global Nominees. If you would like to 

have the funds added to your LISP of choice, please contact us. 
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Asset class Implementation method
Approx. # of 

countries
Approx. # of 

securities
Volatility (ZAR)

Local Equity

Indexation (market beta) 1 50 12.4%

Indexation (smart beta) (Wealth Accumulation) 1 51 10.6%

Indexation (smart beta) (Stable Income) 1 30 12.4%

Local Property Indexation (smart beta) 1 27 11.5%

Local Nominal Bonds Indexation (market beta) 1 15 6.9%

Local Inflation-linked Bonds Indexation (market beta) 1 10 5.5%

Local Short-term credit Active management 1 70 0.8%

Local Cash Active management 1 66 0.1%

Global Equity Indexation (market beta) 48 7 963 13.7%

Global Property Indexation (market beta) 11 40 14.2%

Global Nominal Bonds Indexation (market beta) 12 726 13.7%

Stable Income fund Core-Satellite ›45 ›8 900 4.1%

Wealth Accumulation fund Core-Satellite ›45 ›8 900 6.9%
 
Source: Morningstar Direct. CoreShares Asset Management. (The average South African multi-asset fund owns less than 250 securities and has lower country diversification in their 
global exposures than the CoreShares multi-asset range.)

DISCLOSURE

CoreShares Index Tracker Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“the Manager”), Registration number 2006/006498/07, is a company incorporated in South Africa acting as a manager of collective 
investments schemes in securities in terms of Section 42 of the Collective Investments Schemes Control Act and is supervised by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority. The value of 
participatory interests may go down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. CIS are traded at ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and scrip 
lending. Tracking error for each portfolio, a schedule of fees and charges is available on request from the manager. The manager does not provide any guarantee either with respect to 
the capital or the return of a portfolio.



CLIENT COVERAGE EXECUTIVE
Michelle Noth   |  michellen@coreshares.co.za  |  +27 (0) 21 401 5139  |  +27 (0) 78 110 4328

4th Floor Grindrod Towers, 8A Protea Place, Sandton, 2146
Website www.coreshares.co.za

Twitter @CoreShares
LinkedIn @CoreShares


